Neutron stars generally cools off by the emission of gamma and neutrinos. But axions can also be produced inside a neutron star by the process of nucleon-nucleon axion bremsstrahlung. The escape of these axions adds to the cooling process of neutron star. We explore the nature of cooling of neutron stars including the axion emission and compare our result with the scenario when the neutron star is cooled by only the emission of gamma and neutrino. In our calculations we consider both the degenerate and nondegenerate limits for such axion energy loss rate and the resulting variation of luminosity with time and variation of surface temperature with time of the neutron star. In short the thermal evolution of a neutron star is studied with three neutron star masses (1.0, 1.4, 1.8 solar masses) and by including the effect of axion emission for different axion masses (m a = 10 −5 eV, 10 −3 eV, 10 −2 eV) and compared with the same when the axion emission is not considered. We compared theoretical cooling curve with the observational data of three pulsars PSR B056+14, Geminga and PSR B1055-52 and finally give a constrain upper bound on axion mass limits m a ≤ 10 −3 which implies f a ≥ 0.6 × 10 10 GeV.
Introduction
A neutron star (NS) [1] with a typical radius of 10-12 km and generally having a mass range of 1-2 solar mass (M ) is created as an aftermath of a massive supernova explosion. A neutron star can be cooled principally by the emission of photons and neutrinos. It is also conjectured that the emission of axion from a neutron star may contribute to its cooling process in addition to photon and neutrino emissions. Axions [2] , [3] are pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons which are introduced to circumvent the strong CP problem [4] that refers to the presence of CP violation term in QCD Lagrangian [5] arising from the non-Abelian nature of QCD gauge symmetry. The Peccei-Quinn (PQ) solution [4] of strong CP problem results in the prediction of new particle namely axion. Although there may be other solutions to the strong CP problem, the axion which is a Goldstone boson that arises out of the PQ solution where an anomalous chiral symmetry U(1) A [6] is introduced and is spontaneouly broken at the PQ energy scale, is more interesting in addressing several aspects of cosmology and particle physics such as dark matter in the Universe. Since the axion have tiny couplings with photons, nucleons and electrons, they can be produced inside a neutron star through the nucleon-nucleon axion bremsstrahlung process N + N → N + N + a, where N is a nucleon (proton or neutron) and "a" denotes axion. As mentioned earlier, while the energy loss is considered to be overwhelmingly due to photon and neutrino emission, the emission of axion from the late stages of the star such as supernova or neutron star can contribute in considerable measure to the process of their cooling.
We consider the bremsstrahlung production of axion in the neutron star interior. The energy loss at the later stage of a star can be addressed for two conditions namely degenerate and non-degenerate limits. While the degenerate condition is applied to only neutron stars the nondegenerate one is for the accretion disc. In earlier works related to such energy loss through axion, the authors [7] , [8] considered only the degenerate scenario but in this work we consider both degenerate and non-degenerate cases. We perform a detailed study in this regard and obtain the energy loss of neutron star as a function of time as also as the variation of temperature as a function of time for the case when axion emission contributes to the cooling in addition to neutrinos and photons. We then compare our results when axion is not included. We find that for the mass of emitted axions ∼ 10 −5 eV and higher, the contribution to the neutron star cooling rate differs considerably than that events when no axion emission occurs. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the formalism that includes the cooling process of neutron star and axion production and emission from such a neutron star. The expressions for energy loss rate for both the degenerate and non-degenerate limits are also given in this section. Section 3 elaborates the calculations and results while we furnish some summary and discussions in Section 4.
Formalism
In this section we furnish a brief account of axion production and emission from the neutron star. We also furnish the cooling of the star when the effect of axion emission is included.
Axion Emission via Nucleon Nucleon Axion Bremsstrahlung process
Axions can be emitted from an NS via the nucleon-nucleon axion bremsstrahlung process N + N → N + N + a, where N refers to a proton p or a neutron n and "a" denotes axion. In this process nucleons are interacting via one-pion exchange (OPE) potential.
Matrix Elements for the process
The interaction Hamiltonian for the interaction of axions with the nucleons can be written as [9] 
where f a is the PQ energy scale for axions, C N is a dimensionless model dependent coupling constant of order unity, the ψ N refresents the proton and nucleon Dirac fields and "a" is the axion field. The possible Feynman diagrams related to this process is given in Ref. [10] . From that diagrams one can see that there are two kinds of diagrams, one kind of diagram, (four of them) refers to the processes where the axion is attached to each nucleon line while the other kind of four diagrams exchange diagrams (N 3 ↔ N 4 ) where the axion is attached to each nucleon line and N 1 , N 2 , N 3 and N 4 denote the four nucleons taking part in bremsstrahlung process. For the "pure" processes, nn → nn + a and pp → pp + a, the spin-summed squared matrix element is of the form [10] , [11] 
where m π is the pion mass, m N is the nucleon mass. The axion-nucleon "fine-structure constant"
is the axion-nucleon coupling constant. The quantity pion-nucleon "fine structure constant" is given by α π ≡ (f 2m N /m π ) 2 /4π ≈ 17 where the pion-nucleon coupling f ≈ 1.05 and K = p 2 − p 4 and l = p 2 − p 3 with p i (i = 1 − 4) are the momenta of the nucleons N i . For the "mixed" process np → np+a, spin-summed squared matrix element can be written as [11] spins
Energy Loss Rate Expression
The axion energy-loss rate per unit volume is given by [9]
where P 1 and P 2 are the four-momenta of the initial-state nucleons, P 3 and P 4 are the fourmomenta of the final states nucleons and K a is the four-momentum of the axion. A factor S is now considered accounts on the identical particles in the initial and final states and it takes the value S = 1/4 for the pure processes and S = 1 for the mixed processes. The Pauli blocking factors for the nucleons N 3 and N 4 are (1 − f 3 ) and (1 − f 4 ) respectively. The nucleon occupation numbers for the nucleons N 1 and N 2 are f 1 and f 2 respectively. In this case it is assumed that the axions are escape freely so that a Bose stimulation factor (1 + f a ) as well as axion absorption factors are neglected. The integration in Eq. 4 can be simplified for degenerate or non-degenerate limits.
Non-degenerate Limit
For simplicity, we first neglect the pion mass contribution in the squared matrix elements and then the matrix element simplfies to [12] 
for pp → pp + a process, and
In the non-degenerate limit the numerical value of β is 1.3078 [11] . The axion-nucleon coupling |C N | can be found numerically as |C N |= 0.013 for nn → nn + a process, |C N |= 0.442 for pp → pp + a process and |C N |= 0.495 for np → np + a process [12] . However, neglecting the pion mass was not correct because it affects the axion emission rates. Therefore, brings in the "fudge factor" ξ(T ) which includes all pion mass effects. Now putting the expression of Eq. 5 in Eq. 4 and performing the integration of Eq. 4 then we get the total energy loss rate per unit volume [12] 
where g N D is the total effective axion-nucleon coupling constant for the non-degenerate limit, Y p is the proton number fraction and Y n is the neutron number fraction. With 
In this non-degenerate case after putting the value of g N D into Eq. 6 the axion energy loss rate per unit volume is Q
where m eV ≡ m a /eV , T 9 ≡ T /10 9 K, and ρ 12 ≡ ρ 10 12 g/cm 3 = n B m N where n B is the nucleon (baryon) density.
Degenerate Limit
In the degenerate limit, Eq. (5) simplies to [12] 
Unlike the non-degenerate case, here the parameter β is zero. Withg
The numerical values of effective coupling are |C N |= 0.01 for nn → nn + a process, |C N |= 0.34 for pp → pp + a process and |C N |= 0.338 for np → np + a process [12] . In this case the integration in Eq. 4 can be simplified analytically without neglecting the pion masses. In this case, the rates corresponding to m π = 0 must be supplemented with a factor F (u). The expression of F u is [9] 
where u = m π /p F,N . For a neutron star the form of F (Y N ) can be written using ρ B ≈ 2ρ nuc and u ≈ 0.32Y
. Thus the total emission rate is given as [9] , [12] 
where g D is the total effective axion-nucleon coupling constant. The effective nucleon fraction Y np for the mixed processes are given by [10] 
where m eV ≡ m a /eV , T 9 ≡ T /10 9 K, ρ N S is the density of the neutron star and ρ nuc is the nuclear density.
Neutron star cooling
In the last few years it has been observed that the surface temperature of the neutron star decreases with time. This is the only direct indication of cooling of a neutron star [14] . In Newtonian formulation the energy balance equation for the neutron star is given by [7] dE th dt
where E th is the thermal energy content of the star, T is it's internal temperature and T e is the effective temperature. The quantities L ν and L a are the neutrino and axion luminosities respectively from the bulk of the star and L γ is the luminosity of photons radiated from stars surface. Here C v is the specific heat of the core, and the source term H contains all possible "heating mechanisms" which, for example, convert magnetic or rotational energy into heat energy. This could be significant in the late time evolution of neutron stars. It is assumed here that H(T ) = 0. The photon luminosity is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law [15] 
The above relation is obtained using T e ∝ T 0.5+α (α 1), where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and R is the radius of the star. In the present work we calculate the axion luminosity from the NSCool code [16] . Various neutrino processes are also involved in the cooling of neutron stars [17] . Dominant neutrino emitting processes are direct Urca processes and modified Urca processes. The direct Urca process are n → p + e − + ν e (beta decay) and p + e − → n + ν e (electron capture), which are only possible in neutron stars if the proton fraction exceeds a critical threshold. The above two neutrino emitting processes are fast and the dependence of luminosity on temperature is given by the relation is L f ast ν ∝ T 6 9 . In case the proton fraction is below the threshold, the dominant neutrino emission process is a second order process, variant of the direct Urca process which one is called modified Urca process. The modified processes are n + n → n + p + e − + ν e n + p + e − → n + n + ν e neutron branch
these neutrino emitting processes are slow and the dependence of luminosity on temperature is given by the relation is L . The other neutrino emitting processes are electron-positron pair annihilation, plasmon decay, electron synchrotron, photoneutrino emission, electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung, cooper pairing of neutrons, neutron-neutron bremsstrahlung, neutron-nucleus bremsstrahlung [15] .
Calculations and Results
As mentioned earlier we use NSCool numerical code [16] and include axion energy loss rate for both degenerate and non-degenerate cases. We adopt Akmal Pandharipande Ravenhall (APR) equation of state (EOS) for our work. For the purpose of demonstrating the effect of axion emission in the cooling process of neutron star we consider neutron stars of three different masses namely 1.0M (light), 1.4M (intermediate) and 1.8M (massive) and obtain the variation of their luminosities with surface temperature and time for the cases including axion emission in the cooling process and without axion emission. We also consider three axion masses (m a ) namely m a = 10 −5 eV, 10 −3 eV and 10 −2 eV in the calculation. The energy loss rate due to axion emission increases with the increase of axion mass because of m 2 a factor in the energy loss rate formula (eqs. 8, 14) which implies fast cooling of neutron star and also fast cooling occurs for the increase of neutron star masses. In Fig. 1−3 we show how the neutron star luminosity varies with time due to neutron star cooling when axion cooling is included along with the cooling due to neutrino and gamma emission and compared with the case when axion emission is not considered for NS masses 1.0M , 1.4M and 1.8M respectively. The left panel of Figs. 1−3 are for degenerate case while the right panels are for non-degenerate case. In all the Figs. (1−6) we include observational results for three pulsars PSR B056+14, Geminga and PSR B1055-52 they are shown as points in all the figures. These data points are obtained from the data points for luminosity-time plots are obtained from Ref. [8] while the same for temperature-time plots are from Ref. [7] .
It can be observed from Figs. 1−3 that heavier the axion masses further away the luminositytime plot from the observational data. For the degenerate category the variation of luminosity with time almost coincide with the results when no axion mass is considered. This is valid for all the three chosen masses of neutron stars. It can also be observed from the left panel of Figure 3 that the neutron star mass of 1.8M , the observational data for the luminosities for both the pulsars PSR B056+14 and Geminga fairly agree with the case when axion mass is 10 −5 eV in addition the luminosity calculation with axion mass 10 −3 eV is within the error bar of the Geminga pulsar observational data. For the case non-degenerate limits however, the cooling due to axion emission appears to cause the depletion of both luminosities and temperature more rapidly in comparison to degenerate cases, at the region of more advanced stages (higher time) of the NS. This trend increases for lower neutron star mass. For example neutron star mass of 1.8M the cooling curve (Fig. 3 , right panel) with axion emission for axion mass 10 −5 eV barely differs from that without axion emission after t ∼ 10 5 years but this difference increases when neutron star mass is 1.4M or 1.0M (Fig. 1 , right panel and Fig. 2, right panel) . For the other two chosen masses of axion (10 −3 eV, 10 −2 eV) the cooling curve however, shows much rapid decrease of luminosity than when axion emission is not considered, in case of such trend is true temperature vs time plots for non-degenerate case although the temperature falls off more rapidly for all the axion masses chosen (Figs. 4− 6 ).
Calculations are also performed to obtained the variation of neutron star temperature with time for the same set of three neutron star masses and axion masses as in the previous case ( Figs coincide with that for the case when no axion cooling is considered. It is also to be noted that the neutron star temperature calculations are agree with the observational data for pulsars PSR B056+14 and Geminga atleast upto their error bars for all the three neutron star masses considered here. Similar trend can also be concluded for non-degenerate case. From these results and their comparison with the observational data of three pulsars can be indicative of the fact that the mass of the axion would be below 10 −3 eV.
We also make a direct comparison between the degenerate case and the non-degenerate case in the Figures 7−10. In Fig. 7 the results for degenerate and non-degenerate limits are shown by calculating and ploting the variation of luminosities with time for both the limits when the axion mass is 10 −5 eV the results are shown for all the three neutron star masses namely 1.0M , 1.4M and 1.8M considered in this work. In Fig. 8 we show similar results but for axion mass m a = 10 −3 eV in both Figure 7 and Figure 8 it can be seen that while at early times results for both the degenerate and non-degenerate limits appear to almost overlap but at later times the differences between the two cases show up. This is also to be noted that this difference decreases with the increase in neutron star mass. Therefore for very low axion mass (∼ 10 −5 eV) the degenerate and non-degenerate limit cases appears to be increasingly indistinguishable as the neutron star becomes more massive. In contrast we observe from Figure 8 that with the increase in axion mass (in this case ∼ 10 −3 eV) the degenerate−non-degenerate cases different, although decreases with increase of neutron star mass, does not tend to vanish at high neutron star mass. Similar plots as in Figs. 7 an 8 but for the variation of temperature and time are shown in Figs. 9−10 while Figure 9 is for axion mass 10 −5 eV in Figure 10 we plot the result temperature vs time when the axion mass is 10 −3 eV the results are shown all the three neutron star masses considered. Similar trends regarding the variations of differences between the degenerate and non-degenerate cases are also noticed when temperature is varied with time. 
Summary and Discussions
In this work we have explored the effect of axion emission on the cooling of neutron stars. For the axion emission we consider nucleon-nucleon axion bremsstrahlung process. We have made our analysis for the stars considering degenerate and non-degenerate limits. In earlier such works related to axion cooling of neutron stars only degenerate process has been considered. For the present purpose we adopt the APR equation of state. However one can use other EOS available in the literature. From our analysis we find that the axion emission effects the neutron star cooling through other estrablished processes such as gamma and neutrino emissions. We have demonstrated this by considering three axion masses namely 10 −5 eV, 10 −3 eV, 10 −2 eV and the neutron star masses of 1.0M , 1.4M , 1.8M . For comparison with observational results we used luminosity and temperature of three pulsars namely PSR B056+14, Geminga and PSR B1055-52. We demonstrate our results by calculating the variations luminosity and temperature of neutron stars with time. While for the neutron star masses 1.0M , 1.4M the observational points barely agrees with these variations, for the neutron star mass of 1.8M this agreement appears to improve merginally. From these analysis we derived a bound on axion masses m a ≤ 10
which implies decay constant f a ≥ 0.6 × 10 10 GeV. We also find that the cooling patterns for degenerate and non-degenerate cases are different. This difference increases with the mass of the emitted axion. More elaborate studies involving other equation of states are require to obtain better insight of the effect of axion emission on neutron star cooling. This is for posterity.
